WINDSTORM WRAP-AROUND (NYPIUA HO-4 BA&A) ENDORSEMENT
(applicable to form ML-4T)

Refer to Supplemental Declarations if information is not shown in this form.

This endorsement becomes a part of your policy and it is subject to the terms contained in the General Policy Provisions.
This policy is written in conjunction with the New York Property Insurance Underwriting Association (NYPIUA).
NYPIUA is providing a separate policy, with its own premium, terms and amounts of insurance.

Certain modifications are necessary to conform the policies:

Modification of This Policy
We will modify your policy as follows:
1. Item 6, Tenant’s improvements and betterments, under Incidental Property Coverages is deleted when this policy is issued in conjunction with a New York Property Insurance Underwriting Association (NYPIUA) DP-1 policy or an NYPIUA DP-1 policy with a Repair or Replacement Cost Endorsement.

All other provisions of this Homeowners Policy apply.